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a b s t r a c t
Here is an updated report on the genomic organization of T cell receptor beta (TRB) locus in the domestic
dog (Canis lupus familiaris) as inferred from comparative genomics and expression analysis. The most
interesting results we found were a second TRBD–J–C cluster, which is absent from the reference genome
sequence, and the annotation of two additional TRBV genes. In dogs, TRB locus consists of a library of 37
TRBV genes positioned at the 50 end of two in tandem aligned D–J–C gene clusters, each composed of a
single TRBD, 6 TRBJ and one TRBC genes, followed by a single TRBV gene with an inverted transcriptional
orientation. The TRB genes are distributed in less than 300 kb, making the canine locus, one of the smaller
mammalian TRB locus studied so far. The small size may be ascribed to reduced gene duplication occur-
rences and a lower density of total interspersed repeats compared to humans and mice. Despite the low
TRBV gene content, a large and diversiﬁed beta chain repertoire is displayed in the dog peripheral blood.
A full usage of TRBV and TRBJ genes, including pseudogenes, and a high level of allelic polymorphism con-
tribute to generate diversity. Finally, this study suggests that the overall TRB locus organization is evolu-
tionarily conserved supporting the dog as a highly suited model system for immune development and
diseases.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The domestic dog (Canis lupus familiaris) is added to a growing
list of vertebrate species that have had their genome sequenced.
The position of this species within the mammalian evolutionary
tree makes it an important guide for the comparative analysis.
The special degree of similarity between human and dog, in com-
bination with the pathophysiological analogies shared between
the two species, have placed the modern dog in a position of high
visibility as a model system for a variety of human diseases, espe-
cially in the context of hematologic malignancies.
T cells play a central role for most of the functions within the
immune system. They can be divided into two distinct subsets,
ab and cd T cells, based on the type of T cell receptors (TR) ex-
pressed. The ab T cells mainly recognize peptide antigens bound
to class I or class II major histocompatibility (MH) proteins,
whereas cd T cells mount immune responses directly to nonpep-
tide antigens and superantigens (Rust et al., 1990). Canines as well
as humans and mice belong to animal species in which ab TR T
lymphocytes are the predominant lymphocyte population in both
the peripheral blood and lymphoid organs (Faldyna et al., 2001,
2005).
To generate a vast repertoire of TR capable of recognizing
diverse peptide–MH (pMH) complexes, the loci encoding the
a (TRA) and b (TRB) chain undergoes somatic rearrangements
among the variable (V) and joining (J) genes (for the a chain) and
V, diversity (D), and J genes (for the b chain) during development
of T lymphocytes in the thymus (Gellert, 1992, 2002; Lefranc and
Lefranc, 2001; Jung and Alt, 2004). After transcription, the V(D)J se-
quence is spliced to the constant (C) gene. The V–(D)–J rearrange-
ment is directed by the lymphoid-speciﬁc recombinase (RAG,
composed of RAG1 and RAG2) and ubiquitously expressed DNA re-
pair proteins (Jung and Alt, 2004). RAG proteins create double-
strand breaks at recombination signal (RS) sequences that ﬂank
TR V, D and J genes, and these breaks are subsequently resolved
by nonhomologous end joining. Diversity at the rearrangement le-
vel is further enhanced by other processes that include the trim-
ming of the 30V-, 50D- and 30D-, and 50J-REGION by exonuclease,
the imprecise joining of nicked genes, and the addition of
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nongermline nucleotides (N nucleotides) by the terminal deoxynu-
cleotidyl transferase (TdT) at the D–J, V–(D–J) and V–J junctions
that can be identiﬁed in rearranged sequences (Yousﬁ Monod
et al., 2004; Bleakley et al., 2006; Giudicelli and Lefranc, 2011).
For this reason the sequence that encompasses the V–J and V–D–
J junctions, called complementarity determining region (CDR) 3,
is markedly polymorphic and encodes the portion of the TR V do-
main that directly contacts pMH (Davis and Bjorkman, 1988;
Ehrenmann et al., 2010; Ehrenmann and Lefranc, 2011). Otherwise
CDR1 and CDR2 loops of the TRA and TRB chains that predomi-
nantly interact with MH, are encoded within the germline V genes
(Garboczi et al., 1996; Garcia et al., 1996).
Thereby, the number of V, D and J genes in the germline DNA is
an important determinant of the extent of the TR diversity.
In most species of mammals (IMGT Repertoire, http://
www.imgt.org; Williams et al., 1991; Jaeger et al., 1993; Cheynier
et al., 1996; Schrenzel et al., 1994; Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001;
Giudicelli et al., 2005; Lefranc et al., 2009), the TRB locus has the
common feature of a library of V genes (TRBV) positioned at the
50 end of two in tandem aligned D–J–C clusters, each composed
of a single D (TRBD), 6-7 J (TRBJ) genes and one C (TRBC) gene,
followed by a single TRBV gene with an inverted transcriptional
orientation located at the 30end. In all species, the two TRBC genes
are very similar, since they differ by only a few amino acids (AA) in
the coding region; conversely, they are different in their own 30UTR
regions. Moreover, trypsinogen genes (TRY) are typically inter-
spersed among TRB genes.
The genomic structure of the dog TRB locus has recently been
annotated (IMGT Repertoire, http://www.imgt.org). The TRB se-
quence consists of a pool of 34 TRBV genes followed by 1 TRBD,
6 TRBJ, 1 TRBC genes, suggesting the presence of only one D–J–C
cluster in the dog genome. Another TRBV gene in opposite orienta-
tion lies downstream of the TRBC gene.
In this paper, we provide an upgraded annotation of the canine
genome TRB locus. By means of expression analysis, we have dem-
onstrated the existence of a second D–J–C cluster involved in the
repertoire formation, while by comparative analysis we have iden-
tiﬁed and annotated two additional TRBV genes and four TRY genes
already present in the genome assembly.
Overall, dog TRB represents a minimal locus compared to
human and mouse, with a smaller proportion of total inter-
spersed repeats and a lower number of genes, mainly due to a
reduced number of duplication events that occurred after the
separation of carnivores, primates and rodents. In spite of the
presence of a lower number of germline TRBV genes, the dog
TRB maintains a well-conserved structure with a high degree
of homology, within coding and regulatory regions, with respect
to human and mouse. In addition, the usage of TRBV and TRBJ
pseudogenes as well as the presence of a large number of alleles
seems to compensate for the reduced availability of germline
TRB genes and contribute to generating the beta chain repertoire
diversity.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Genome analyses
To analyze the dog TRB locus, a sequence of 324056 pb (gaps
excluded) was retrieved directly from the reference sequence
NW_8762601 (Canis lupus familiaris chromosome 16 genomic con-
tig) of the Build 2.1 whole genome shotgun sequence available at
GenBank. Particularly, the analyzed region comprises contigs from
AAEX02035464 to AAEX02035468.
MOXD2 (monoxygenase, dopamine-beta-hydroxylase-like 2,
DBH-like2) and EPHB6 (ephrin type-B receptor 6) genes, ﬂanking
respectively, the 50 and 30 ends of TRB locus, were included in the
analysis. MOXD2 was present in AAEX02035468 contig, while the
ﬁrst seven exons of the EPHB6 gene were recovered in
AAEX02035464 contig. Both genes were predicted to be functional
in dog (GenBank ID: XM_539871 and XM_532743).
Computational analysis of the dog TRB locus was conducted
with the following programs: RepeatMasker for the identiﬁcation
of genome-wide repeats and low complexity regions (Smit, A.F.A.,
Hubley R., Green P., RepeatMasker at http://www.repeatmasker.
org) and Pipmaker (Schwartz et al., 2000; http://www.pipmaker.
bx.psu.edu/pipmaker/) for the alignment of the dog sequence
with the human and mouse counterpart. The human sequence,
from MOXD2 to EPHB6 genes, derived from the GenBank and
IMGT/LIGM-DB (Giudicelli et al., 2006) ID: L36092 (684973 pb)
plus Ensembl Homo sapiens chromosome 7 VEGA41 partial se-
quence (36754 pb) corresponding to the ﬁrst seven exons of the
EPHB6 gene. The mouse counterpart sequence (739138 pb)
encompasses three contigs (GenBank ID: AE000663-664-665)
plus 38178 pb of the EPHB6 gene derived from GenBank ID:
AF336378. RepeatMasker screens DNA sequences for interspersed
repeats and low complexity DNA sequences. The RepeatMasker
analysis has been carried out using the Carnivora Repbase divi-
sion section.
2.2. Animals (source of tissue)
Peripheral blood samples were obtained from three different
crossbred unrelated animals: one healthy and two sick individuals
suffering from visceral leishmaniasis, one of which with regression
of the disease after treatment with multiple daily doses of N-meth-
ylglucamine antimoniate (unpublished). All animal manipulations
were carried out with the approval of the Bari Animal Ethics Com-
mitee and in compliance with Institutional Animal Care and Use
Comittee (IACUC) requirements.
2.3. 50 RACE
Total RNA was extracted from peripheral blood leukocytes (PBL)
of three unrelated animals using the Trizol method according to
the manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Four RNA
samples were obtained: 5R from the healthy, 5Rm from a sick,
and 5RCG as well as 5RD from another sick animal. Four different
experiments were set up. About 5 lg of total RNA were reverse
transcribed with Superscript II (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) by using
the oligodT (5R and 5Rm series clones) or a speciﬁc primer, CB2L
(Supplementary Table S1) (5RCG and 5RD series clones), designed
on the sequence of the ﬁrst exon of the dog TRBC gene sequence.
After linking a poly-C tail at the 50-end of the cDNAss, the cDNAds
was performed with Platinum Taq Polymerase (Invitrogen) by
using CB2L as lower primer and an anchor oligonucleotide as upper
primer (AAP) provided from the supplier (Invitrogen). The PCR con-
ditions were the following: 30 s at 94 C, 1 min at 55 C, 1 min at
72 C for 35 cycles. The ﬁnal cycle was extended for 7 min at
72 C. The products were then ampliﬁed in a subsequent nested
PCR experiment by using B8L/AUAP primer pair. B8L (Supplemen-
tary Table S1) is designed upstream CB2L while AUAP oligonucleo-
tide was provided from the supplier (Invitrogen). The PCR
conditions were the following: 30 s at 94 C, 45 s at 58 C, 45 s at
72 C for 35 cycles. The ﬁnal cycle was extended for 30 min at
72 C.
1 This record exists as outdated version since it has been recently replaced by the
NCBI ID: NW_003726086.1 derived from the latest CanFam3.1 whole genome
shotgun sequence. The TRB sequence retrieved and analysed in this study ranges
from base 6706213 to 7035672, gaps included.
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2.4. Cloning and sequence analysis
The RACE products were then gel-puriﬁed and cloned using
StrataClone PCR Cloning Kit (Statagene). Random selected positive
clones for each cloning were sequenced by a commercial service.
cDNA sequence data were processed and analyzed using the Blast
program (http://www.blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi), Clustal W2
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/) and IMGT tools
[IMGT/V-QUEST (Brochet et al., 2008; Giudicelli et al., 2011) with
integrated IMGT/JunctionAnalysis tools (Yousﬁ Monod et al.,
2004; Giudicelli and Lefranc, 2011)] and the IMGT unique number-
ing for V domain (Lefranc et al., 2003) (http://www.imgt.org/). The
sequence analysis revealed that 75% of the 5R, 33% of the 5Rm, 30%
of the 5RCG and 68% of the 5RD series selected clones contained
rearranged V–D–J–C transcripts, with a total of 60%, 66%, 80%
and 30% of different clones with a correct open reading frame,
respectively. All cDNA clones were registered in EMBL database
with the Accession numbers from HE653930 to HE653965.
2.5. Long-PCR
Genomic DNA was extracted from PBL of a healthy individual by
Easy-DNA Kit (Invitrogen) and 50–100 ng used for the ampliﬁca-
tions. Expand High Fidelity DNA polymerase (Roche) and TaKaRa
LA Taq polymerase (TAKARA BIO INC.) were used to eliminate pos-
sible PCR errors and to increase the chances of getting the right
DNA fragment. Primers were designed based on known genomic
sequences or on the cDNA sequence of rearranged sequences con-
taining TRBJ2. Genomic TRBD2, TRBJ2 and TRBC2 sequences were
acquired from six PCR clones. Primer combinations used were
JB1.6U and JB8L for the JB1-2gen clone, JB8U and B8L for JB8Ugen3
clone, CBEXIdogU and 3UTRdogL for the C2gen11 clone. Additional
PCR experiments were performed to minimize any possible PCR
bias and/or error, using JB1.6U/CIIIEXL, CB1U/JB8L, and CIIIEXU/
JB8L primer pairs for the JB1CIIIgen11, CBJB8gen and CIIIEXUgen7
clone, respectively. The nucleotide sequences and the positions of
all primers used in this study are listed in Supplementary
Table S1. Every PCR was performed following the manufacturer’s
instructions for each DNA polymerase. Ampliﬁed DNA fragments
were puriﬁed and cloned using TOPO XL PCR Cloning Kit
(Invitrogen).
2.6. Phylogenetic analysis
The TRBV, TRBJ and TRBC genes used for the phylogenetic anal-
ysis were retrieved from the following genomic sequences depos-
ited in the GenBank database: NG_001333 (human TRB locus
contig); NG_006980 (mouse TRB locus contig); NW_8762601 and
HE653929 (this work) (dog TRB locus contig).
Multiple alignments of the sequences under analysis were car-
ried out with the MUSCLE program (Edgar, 2004), while we used a
manual alignment for TRBV sequences from FR1 to CDR3.
Phylogenetic analyses were conducted in MEGA5 (Tamura
et al., 2011). We used the neighbour-joining (NJ) method to ob-
tain TRBJ and TRBV phylogenetic trees; while the maximum par-
simony (MP) method was used to reconstruct the TRBC
phylogenetic trees.
3. Results
3.1. Analysis of the dog TRB locus retrieved from the genome assembly:
identiﬁcation of non-annotated TRB and no-related TRB genes
The dog genome has been sequenced (Lindblad-Toh et al.,
2005), and assemblies are continually being reﬁned. Recently the
TRB locus annotation has been updated. The canine TRB locus
has been recognized in four continuous contigs (GenBank ID:
AAEX02035465, AAEX02035466, AAEX02035467 and
AAEX02035468) of the Canis lupus familiaris chromosome 16 geno-
mic sequence (GenBank ID: NW_8762601). In these contigs, the
international ImMunoGeneTics information system (IMGT,
http://www.imgt.org) have annotated a pool of 35 TRBV genes,
grouped in 25 subgroups, positioned at the 50 of a single D–J–C
cluster composed of a sole TRBD, six TRBJ and one TRBC gene. A
single TRBV gene with an inverted transcriptional orientation lo-
cated at the 30 end of the locus has also been identiﬁed. Fifteen
of the 35 TRBV genes (43%) were classiﬁed as pseudogenes, while
all TRBJ genes except one appear to be functional.
Thus, the general structural organization of the dog TRB locus
seems to be similar to that found in other mammalian species
(i.e. human and mouse), except for the presence of a single
D–J–C cluster.
To provide further information on the dog TRB locus genomic
architecture, we retrieved directly from the genome assembly
and joined the sequences of the four contigs (gaps excluded). We
checked within the sequence the presence of MOXD2 and EPHB6
genes, which ﬂank, respectively, the 50 and 30 ends of all mamma-
lian TRB loci studied so far. The MOXD2 gene was present in
AAEX02035468 contig; while the EPHB6 gene was recovered in
the subsequent AAEX02035464 contig (see Section 2.1). The
assembly of the contigs produced a sequence of a little more than
320 kb that we compared with the human and mouse correspond-
ing region (detailed in Section 2.1). In both cases the regions are
about 700 kb long.
We ﬁrst analyzed the compositional properties (G + C content)
and identiﬁed interspersed repeated sequences in all three species.
The analysis carried out through the Repeat Masker program pro-
vided the results summarized in Supplementary Table S2. The dog
GC content of 44.30% is almost identical to human (42.45%). The
density of total interspersed repeats ranges from 24.93% in dogs
to 46.18% in mice with a 33.83% mean value in humans. LINEs, pre-
dominantly of the LINE1 family, are the most abundant repeat ele-
ments in dogs (11.98%) as well as in humans (16.86%) and mice
(30.71%).
The dog masked sequence was then aligned against the human
and mouse counterparts, using the PipMaker program (Schwartz
et al., 2000), and the alignment expressed as percentage identity
plot (pip) (Supplementary Fig. S1). The position of all canine genes,
together with the location and the orientation of the interspersed
repeats, is represented in the pip. The presence in the pip of super-
imposed lines indicates the occurrence of redundant matches
along the entire region. The clearest matches are in correspon-
dence of all dog TRBV genes, except TRBV1 and TRBV30, due to
the homology among genes. The TRBV1 is the only variable gene
that lacks signiﬁcant similarity to any of the human TRBV genes
but displays 76% identity with the murine TRBV1 gene. The
TRBV30 lies at the 30 end of the TRBC gene in an inverted transcrip-
tional orientation relative to the other TRB genes. This location, in
common with all mammalian species studied so far (IMGT Reper-
toire, http://www.imgt.org), may have promoted its evolutionary
maintenance. Moreover, the sequence analysis revealed in the
presence of two unclassiﬁed TRBV genes as indicated by duplicated
matches at the coordinates 97531–97980 and 98890–99353,
respectively, in the dog sequence (arrows in Supplementary
Fig. S1).
The ﬁrst TRBV gene belongs to the TRBV4 subgroup and was
predicted to be functional since the leader sequence at the 50, a cor-
rect recombination signal (RS) sequence located at 30 end, and the
functionality of the coding region (absence of frameshifts and stop
signals) were determined. On the contrary, the second TRBV repre-
sents a remnant of a gene since it lacks most of the canonical
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parameters. However, it showed a high level of identity (66%) with
the human TRBV2.
Moreover, the pip recognizes four additional identity regions.
We identiﬁed these regions as the TRYX3 (coordinates 30672–
34334), TRYX5 (coordinates 40870–45877), TRY7 (coordinates
56759–58861) and TRYPA (coordinates 253852–257018) trypsino-
gen genes. The redundant matches in correspondence of TRY7 and
TRYPA genes indicate that in the human and mouse counterparts
these are present as duplicate genes.
The gene positions of the new identiﬁed related and no related
TRB genes of the dog genome are reported in Supplementary Table
S3.
Two other regions with duplicate matches of identity were
identiﬁed in the pip and they do not coincide with any known cod-
ing regions (arrowheads in Supplementary Fig. S1) but they are
intergenic repeated units present within the human and mouse
TRB locus. High percentage identities coincide also with non-cod-
ing regions especially between dog and human sequences. Finally,
the absence of identity correlated to the presence of repeat ele-
ments in the dog sequence indicate that the repetitive sequences,
LINE1 in particular, signiﬁcantly contribute to the architecture of
the dog TRB locus.
To delineate the genomic structure of the dog TRB locus, the
masked sequence was also aligned against itself with the same
program. Inspection of the obtained dot-plot matrix allowed us
to identify portion of the sequence that align with more regions
within the sequence itself (Fig. 1). In particular we observed, beside
the perfect main diagonal line for the match of each base with it-
self, three parallel lines, longer than 2 kb, identifying a duplicated
region of about 30 kb in which the TRBV2, TRBV3 and TRBV4 sub-
group genes have arisen through a series (3–4) of tandem duplica-
tion events. The homology unit is interrupted, due to insertions or
deletions, subsequent to the initial duplication of the whole region
(Fig. 1b). The dot-plot matrix conﬁrms the high level of nucleotide
identity between TRBV genes as indicated by dots and diagonal
lines in the central part of the dot, with TRBV1 at the 50, and
TRBV30 at the 30 outside of the identity region. No duplicate re-
gions were present at the D–J–C gene cluster, nor were any dupli-
cate regions present at the no-TRB related genes, with the
exception of a homology unit between TRY7 and TRYPA (gray
arrowhead in Fig. 1a).
Finally, the dotplot matrix shows three intergenic regions
(coordinate 31172–31257, 171004–171093 and 180783–180959,
respectively) with a simple repetitive pattern scattered along the
entire dog TRB locus (gray arrows in Fig. 1a). The analysis of the
sequence alignment reveals that in all cases they are tRNA-SINEs,
the most abundant interspersed repeats in the canine genome
(Bentolila et al., 1999).
3.2. cDNA data identify an additional D–J cluster missing from the
genome assembly
To evaluate the functional competency, predicted by computa-
tional analysis, of the dog TRB genes in the genome assembly and
to identify possible novel, expressed TRB genes we performed 50 ra-
pid ampliﬁcation of cDNA ends (RACE) experiments.
For this purpose we set up four different 50 RACE experi-
ments. In the ﬁrst, reverse transcription was started from RNA
samples prepared from peripheral blood leukocytes (PBL) of a
healthy dog using oligodT (5R cDNAss sample). In the second, re-
verse transcription was performed from RNA of a sick dog suffer-
ing from visceral leishmaniasis using oligodT (5Rm cDNAss
sample). The last two reverse transcriptions were generated from
RNA of a sick animal suffering from visceral leishmaniasis and
subjected to medical treatment (see Section 2.2), using oligodT
(5RCG cDNAss sample) or a TRBC gene speciﬁc primer (5RD
cDNAss sample).
We chose the RACE approach to avoid the potential bias associ-
ated with the use of the multiple primer sets to obtain TR beta
chain transcript sequences required to amplify from all TRBV se-
quences and to take advantage of the unique TRBC sequence pres-
ent in the dog genome reference sequence. All RACE products were
then gel-puriﬁed and cloned into the TA-vector. Random selected
positive clones for each cloning were sequenced and a total of 36
diverse clones of different length containing rearranged V–D–J–C
transcripts with a correct open reading frame were obtained and
named in accordance with the cDNAss sample by which they were
derived.
Each sequence was analyzed by IMGT/V-QUEST program
(Brochet et al., 2008; Giudicelli et al., 2011) that identiﬁes the
variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) genes and alleles by
alignment with the germline dog TR gene and allele sequence
set from the IMGT reference directory. In our cDNA clones, we
identiﬁed 14 different TRBV genes belonging to 13 different sub-
groups. In 22 out of 36 clones, the TRBV gene perfectly matched
the corresponding germline sequence. The remaining 14 se-
quences showed a nucleotide identity from 97 to 99% with re-
spect to the reference germline gene sequence. Based on the
assumption that sequences sharing 697% nucleotide identity rep-
resent distinct genes (Arden et al., 1995a, 1995b), we referred to
these as new alleles. In this respect it should be noted the high
degree of allelic polymorphism of the TRBV genes, as we found
25 alleles for a total of 14 different genes, although only three
individuals were analyzed. Interestingly, the TRBV26 and TRBV28
genes both qualiﬁed as pseudogenes because of a stop codon in
the germline CDR3-IMGT at position 108 (IMGT unique number-
ing, Lefranc et al., 2003) (IMGT Repertoire, Alignments of alleles,
http://ww.imgt.org), originated a productive transcript (5R130
and 5R88 clones) due to deletion of the last codons (stop codon
included) during rearrangement. In the same way, the TRBJ1-3
gene that has a stop codon in its 50J-REGION was found expressed
in productive transcripts, following the trimming of the stop co-
don during rearrangement. In addition, the IMGT/V-QUEST pro-
gram identiﬁed the TRBD1 gene in 17 clones and 5 TRBJ
sequences (TRBJ1-1, TRBJ1-2, TRBJ1-3, TRBJ1-4, TRBJ1-6) in 30
clones. However, 16 TRBJ sequences showed a high nucleotide
identity (above 80%) with the corresponding germline ones of
the IMGT reference directory; whereas, 14 TRBJ sequences
showed a high level of similarity with the human and mouse TRBJ
genes belonging to the second TRB D–J–C cluster (data not
shown).
With regard to the C portion, the nucleotide sequence was the
same in all cDNAs and matched well with the known TRBC gene.
These data suggest that the repertoire of dog TRBV genes seems
to be comprehensive with respect to the genome assembly but
there is evidence for the presence of further TRBJ as well as TRBD
genes missing from the genome assembly.
3.3. Molecular characterization of the D–J–C region and analysis
of the gene content
To isolate the additional D–J–C cluster, we performed long-PCR
experiments on dog genomic DNA. First, we set up a PCR by using a
gene-speciﬁc primer pair (JB1.6U and JB8L) designed respectively
on the coding sequence of the TRBJ1-6 gene derived from the geno-
mic reference assembly, and on the previously unclassiﬁed J se-
quence of the 5R20 cDNA clone. A second ampliﬁcation reaction
was performed by using an upper primer, designed in the same
unclassiﬁed J sequence (JB8U), and a lower primer (B8L) designed
on the ﬁrst exon of the TRBC gene (for the list of primers see Sup-
plementary Table S1).
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The PCR products (of 7789 bp and 4080 bp) were cloned and
named JB1-2gen and JB8Ugen3 clone, respectively (Fig. 2).
The sequence analysis showed the presence in JB1-2gen clone,
downstream the TRBJ1-6 gene, of a TRBC gene with the third in-
tron and the 30UTR region different with respect to the
known gene, indicating the existence of two TRBC genes. Down-
stream the new TRBC gene, a TRBD and three novel TRBJ genes
were found. In the second clone JB8Ugen3, we isolated three
more novel TRBJ genes and the ﬁrst exon of the second TRBC
gene.
a
MOXD2
M
O
X
D
2
b
Fig. 1. Dot-plot of the dog TRB sequence against itself. (a) With the exception of the main diagonal, dots and diagonal lines indicate internal homology units in the sequence.
The red box shows the TRBV region underwent to duplication events enlarged in (b). The arrows indicate tRNA-SINEs scattered along the dog TRB locus. The gray arrowhead
points to the homology between TRY7 and TRYPA genes. (b) The pattern of parallel lines indicates the duplicated region of about 30 kb containing the TRBV2, TRBV3 and
TRBV4 genes. The shaded boxes indicate gaps (insertions or deletions) between the homology units. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The sequence of the last TRBC gene was completed by another
PCR experiment with CBEXIdogU/3UTRdogL primer pair derived
from the ﬁrst exon and the 30UTR of the reference TRBC gene,
respectively (clone C2gen11 in Fig. 2).
Additional PCR experiments were performed to minimize any
possible PCR bias and/or error, using primer sets as indicated in
Section 2.5. The ﬁnal sequence obtained from six PCR products
was assembled and it spans a total of 13539 bp (Fig. 2).
Hence, the analysis revealed the presence of a gap within the
current canine TRB assembly, encompassing a second D–J–C clus-
ter. Moreover, the comparison between our data and the public
database sequence locates the gap in the genomic assembly down-
stream the exon 3 of the single TRBC gene (Fig. 2).
The obtained sequence (EMBL ID: HE653929) was inserted be-
tween the position 265278 and 278816 of the previously retrieved
genomic assembly in order to reconstruct and analyze the entire
dog TRB region that spans 333327 pb, MOXD2 and EPHB6 genes
included.
Hence, similarly to human and mouse, dog TRB locus consists of
two in tandem aligned D–J–C clusters distributed over about 14 kb
positioned downstream a large region of TRBV genes, each spans
about 7 kb and consists of one TRBD, six TRBJ and one TRBC gene.
At less than 11 kb, separated from the last TRBC gene, in an in-
verted transcriptional orientation, a TRBV gene lies.
The genes of the second D–J–C cluster were annotated as
TRBD2, TRBJ2 and TRBC2, followed for the TRBJ2, by a hyphen
and a number corresponding to their position in the cluster
(Supplementary Table S4). The genes within the two D–J–C clusters
were analyzed in detail.
The dog TRBC genes are composed as in all known mammalian
species of four exons and three introns. The four exons measure
387, 18, 107 and 18 bp, respectively. The 30UTR region that is
224 bp long in TRBC1 gene and 205 bp long in TRBC2 gene is also
present in the fourth exon. When we compared the nucleotide se-
quences of TRBC1 and TRBC2 coding region, we observed that
they differ for only three nucleotides (nt) (one in EX1, one in
EX3 and one in EX4). On the contrary, the 30UTR differs exten-
sively between the two genes. Minimal length differences were
detected in the ﬁrst (697 bp and 700 bp for TRBC1 and TRBC2
gene, respectively), in the second (157 bp in both cases) and in
the third (323 and 295 bp for TRBC1 and TRBC2 gene, respec-
tively) introns. In contrast, the third intron differs signiﬁcantly
in nucleotide composition. Table 1 summarizes the percentage
of nucleotide identities for each exon and intron calculated in
pair-wise combinations between the two TRBC genes in dog as
well as in human and mouse. It can be noticed the higher level
of similarity between dog TRBC genes with respect to human
and mouse.
Fig. 2. Schematic map of the D–J–C region of the dog TRB locus. Boxes indicate the positions of the TRB genes identiﬁed within the region, with the cluster names indicated
below. The genes are not to scale. The sequenced region in this study (EMBL ID: HE653929) was assembled from six PCR products (arrowed solid lines) and inserted within
the TRBC third exon of the retrieved genomic assembly (GenBank ID: NW_8762601). The name of each PCR clone is also indicated.
Table 1
Percentage nucleotide identities of each exon/intron between dog, human and mouse TRBC genes. The length for each exon and intron is also reported.
EX 1 INT 1 EX 2 INT 2 EX 3 INT 3 EX 4 (CDS) EX 4 (30 UTR)
TRBC1 versus TRBC2
Dog 99 99 100 98 99 8 94 30
Human 100 70 88 75 92 6 93 8
Mouse 99 11 80 23 85 8 80 14
Length (nt)
Dog TRBC1 387 697 18 157 107 323 18 224
Dog TRBC2 387 700 18 157 107 295 18 205
Human TRBC1 387 442 18 153 108 323 18 384
Human TRBC2 387 517 18 144 108 292 24 520
Mouse TRBC1 375 552 18 98 108 310 18 575
Mouse TRBC2 375 506 18 145 108 283 18 n.d.
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The dog TRBC exon/intron splicing sites are in accordance with
human and mouse (IMGT Repertoire, http://www.imgt.org).
Splicing frame 1 occurs between L-PART1 and L-PART2, between
the V–D–J-EXON and the TRBC1 EX1 as well as between TRBC
EX1 and EX2, EX2 and EX3, with at each splicing the classical
creation of a codon. Splicing frame 0 occurs between TRBC genes
third and fourth exons without the addition of a codon.
The dog TRBC genes encode a similar protein of 176 AA. Partic-
ularly, the differences of three nt between them result in two AA
changes, one (S15 > P) located at the AB turn of the extracellular
C-BETA domain and the other one (V15 > I) in the transmembrane
region (TM) (Fig. 3). The C-BETA domain encoded by EX1 is 129 AA
long as in human. The C region also comprises the connecting re-
gion (CO) of 21 AA (encoded by EX2 and the 50 part of EX3) with
a cysteine involved in the interchain disulﬁde binding, the TM of
21 AA (encoded by the 30 part of EX3 and the ﬁrst codon of EX4)
and the cytoplasmic region (CY) of 5 AA (encoded by EX4).
The nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of the TRBJ2
together with the previously identiﬁed TRBJ1 genes in the region
are reported in Fig. 4a. All genes are typically 46–53 bp long and
Fig. 3. IMGT Protein display of the dog, human and mouse TRBC genes. Description of the strands and loops is according to the IMGT unique numbering for C-DOMAIN
(Lefranc et al., 2005).
(b)
(a)
Fig. 4. Nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of the dog TRBJ (a) and TRBD (b) genes. The consensus sequences of the heptamer and nonamer (Hesse et al., 1989) are
provided at the top of the ﬁgure and underlined. The numbering adopted for the gene classiﬁcation is reported on the left of each gene. In (a), the donor splice site for each
TRBJ is shown. The canonical FGXG amino acid motifs are underlined. The unusual TRBJ1-4 gene motif is underlined in red. In (b), the inferred amino acid sequences of the
TRBD genes in the three coding frames are reported. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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conserve the canonical FGXG amino acid motif, whose presence
deﬁnes the functionality of the J genes. The only exception is the
TRBJ1-4 gene, where the motif is slightly altered. This gene was
identiﬁed within three cDNA clones (5R29, 5R45 and 5R5). It is
noteworthy that the TRBJ2-1 is a pseudogene owing due to the
presence of a STOP-CODON at its 50 end. Each TRBJ gene is ﬂanked
by a 12-spacer RS at its 50 end and has a donor splice at its 30 end.
Most of the positions of the heptamer as well as the nonamer
match with the canonical consensus sequence (Hesse et al.,
1989; Akamatsu et al., 1994; Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001). In partic-
ular, the last three nt of the J-HEPTAMER, gtg, which ﬂank the J-RE-
GION, are highly conserved. These three nt have been
demonstrated to be essential for RS recognition, and changes in
those positions preclude rearrangement. Within the J-NONAMER,
most individual positions are less conserved. However, a stretch
of three ‘t’, that appear to be a key feature of the sequence, is al-
most perfectly conserved, with the exception of the TRBJ2-4 gene.
Fig. 4b shows the nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences
of the two TRBD genes. They consist of a 12 bp (TRBD1) or 14 bp
(TRBD2) g-rich stretch that can be productively read in its three
coding phases and encoded 1–3 glycine (G), depending on the
phase. The ﬁrst coding phase is common between the two TRBD
genes. The RS that ﬂank the 50 and 30 sides of the D-REGION are
well conserved.
3.4. Analysis of the beta chain transcripts
The availability of the updated genomic sequence of the dog
TRB locus allowed us to pinpoint the V–D–J–C arrangements with-
in the cDNA clones. Fig. 6 shows the deduced amino acid sequences
of the V–D–J regions of all 36 cDNA clones according to the IMGT
unique numbering for the V-REGION and V-DOMAIN (Lefranc
et al., 2003). All TR b transcripts exhibit typical features, i.e. a lea-
der region of 14–20 AA, the conserved AA CYS 23 in FR1, CYS 104 in
FR3, and TRP 41 in FR2. As mentioned above, the TRBV gene sub-
groups were identiﬁed by IMGT/V-QUEST program, and the new
TRBV alleles were labeled by consecutive numbers with respect
to the reference germline gene sequence (marked as ⁄01).
All TRBJ regions within the set of cDNA sequences were as-
signed unambiguously to the distinct germline genes derived from
the reference sequence NW_8762601 (for TRBJ1 genes) and EMBL
ID: HE653929 (for TRBJ2 genes). As in the case of the TRBV genes,
we identiﬁed new alleles, that were labeled by consecutive num-
bers with respect to the germline allele ⁄01 (Fig. 5).
Although the number is too low to be statistical relevant, the
TRBV16 gene seems to be preferentially used (8/36 = 22%) and a
slight increase in the use of the TRBJ2-5 (5/36 = 14%) and the
TRBJ2-6 (7/36 = 19%) genes can be observed (Fig. 5). Moreover,
the analysis of associated V–D–J region and C region in transcripts
allowed us to establish that the proline (P15) of the genomic TRBC2
sequence (Fig. 3) is a polymorphism since the serine is present in
all cDNA containing TRBJ2 genes and presumably the TRBC2 gene.
More complex is the determination and contribution of the
TRBD genes involved in the CDR3 formation. The rearranged
CDR3-IMGT extends from codon 105 (codon following the 2nd-
CYS codon 104 of the V-REGION) to codon 117 (codon preceding
the J-PHE 118) – or, in other loci, J-TRP 118 – that belongs to the
F/W-G-X-G motif characteristic of the J-REGION (IMGT Repertoire,
http://www.imgt.org, Lefranc et al., 2003; Lefranc, 2011a). The
mean length of the CDR3-IMGT was approximately the same in
the dog (mean 12.9 AA, range 8–20 AA) (Fig. 5) with respect to hu-
man (mean 12.7 AA; Hall and Lanchbury, 1995) and the mouse
(mean 11.9 AA; Rock et al., 1994) peripheral blood. For a close
inspection of the CDR3, the nucleotide sequences have been ex-
cised from each cDNA sequence and analyzed in detail (Fig. 6).
TRBD genes sustain substantial base deletion and overall transfor-
mation, so that the genes are usually unrecognizable without
ambiguity. By the comparison of the TRBD genomic sequences,
the nt located in the CDR3 regions were considered to belong to
a TRBD gene if they constituted a stretch of at least six consecutive
nt (50% of the TRBD1 germline nt length) corresponding to the
TRBD1 or TRBD2 germline sequences. In this way the TRBD was
identiﬁed unambiguously and accurately in 14 out of the 36 se-
quences, with the TRBD1 (Fig. 6a) present in 10 (71.4%) and the
TRBD2 (Fig. 6b) in 4 (28.6%) clones. Particular features of the
CDR3 region of the clones are the presence within the D region
Fig. 5. Protein display of the cDNA clones. The TRBV and TRBJ genes, named in accordance with the criteria speciﬁed in the text, are listed respectively at the left and the right
of the ﬁgure. Leader region (L-REGION), complementarity determining regions (CDR-IMGT) and framework regions (FR-IMGT) are also indicated, according to the IMGT
unique numbering for V-DOMAIN (Lefranc et al., 2003). The ﬁve conserved AA of the V-DOMAIN (1st-CYS 23, CONSERVED-TRP 41, hydrophobic AA 89, 2nd-CYS 104 and J-PHE
118) are indicated in bold. The TRBV allele amino acid changes, if any, are boxed. The name of the clones is also reported.
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of nt substitutions (5Rm10 and 5RCG12 in Fig. 6a) with respect to
the germline sequences.
The remaining 22 sequences (61.1%), with no recognizable
TRBD genes, were grouped separately (Fig. 6c). These last se-
quences could be interpreted as direct V–J junctions. However, it
is also possible that nucleotide trimming masked the initial partic-
ipation of D gene during the rearrangement.
The comparison with the germline sequences allowed us also to
examine the trimming activity of the exonuclease during rear-
rangement at the 30-V and 50-J boundaries of the cDNA and, as a
a
b
c
Fig. 6. CDR3 nucleotide sequences retrieved from the cDNA clones. CDR3-IMGT sequences are shown from codon 105 (codon after the 2nd-CYS 104 of the V-REGION) to
codon 117 (codon before J-PHE 118 of the J-REGION) according to the IMGT unique numbering (Lefranc et al., 2003). They are grouped on the basis of the TRBD1 (a), TRBD2
(b) usage or no TRBD usage (c). The CDR3 nt/AA length, and the classiﬁcation of the TRBV and TRBJ genes of each clone are also listed. Nucleotides of the 30V-REGION and of
the 50J-REGION (Bleakley et al., 2006) are indicated in upper cases. The germline region of the TRBD1 and TRBD2 gene are indicated at the top of each ﬁgure. The sequences
considered to present recognizable TRBD genes (see Section 3.4) are indicated in bold and lower cases and nucleotide substitutions are underlined. Nucleotides that cannot be
attributed to any V, D or J regions (N-nucleotides) are indicated in lower cases on the left and on the right sides of the TRBD regions. Numbers in the left and right columns
indicate the number of nt that are trimmed from the 30V-REGION and 50J-REGION, respectively.
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consequence, the length of the (N-D)-REGION. The degree of germ-
line nucleotide trimming is similar in all groups, with the mean va-
lue of 6.9, 5.8 and 6.7 nt respectively for the ﬁrst, the second and
the third cDNA group (Fig. 6). Nevertheless, the degree of germline
nucleotide trimming is different when comparing cDNA derived
from animals suffering from visceral leishmaniasis (5Rm, 5RCG
and 5RD clones) with respect to the healthy individual (5R clones),
with 4.9 nt versus 8.0 nt mean value, respectively. Similarly, the
mean length for (N-D)-REGION is 12.2 nt for the sick and 16.4 nt
for the healthy individuals. However, it is noteworthy that the
mean length of the CDR3 in AA is comparable when calculated sep-
arately in the healthy (series 5R clones) with respect to the sick
individuals (series 5Rm, 5RCG and 5RD clones) (mean 13.1 AA ver-
sus 12.6 AA).
Finally, although the TRBD gene was unambiguously recog-
nizable in only 39% of the cDNA clones, the interpretation of
these rearrangements revealed that the intracluster rearrange-
ments represent the substantial portion of the repertoire (71%),
with 7 TRBD1–TRBJ1 and 3 TRBD2–TRBJ2 rearrangements
(Fig. 6a and b). Three cDNA clones show an intercluster rear-
rangement by direct 50- to 30 joining across TRBD1–TRBJ2 clus-
ters (5R94, 5R130 and 5Rm1 clones). Interestingly, we also
observed one TRBD2-TRBJ1 joining (5RD12 clone in Fig. 6b) that
may only be explained by chromosomal inversions, or with more
Fig. 7. Phylogenetic trees of the dog, human and mouse TRBV (a), TRBJ (b) and TRBC (c) genes. The unrooted trees, inferred from nucleotide sequences, were reconstructed
using NJ (a, b) and MP (c) methods. Numbers along the branches show the percentage occurrence of nodes in 100 replicates of simulation. The gene nomenclature is according
to IMGT-ONTOLOGY concepts of classiﬁcation (Lefranc, 2011b). Canis lupus familiaris TRBV, TRBD, TRBJ and TRBC gene names have been approved by the IMGT nomenclature
committee. The IMGT standardized abbreviation for taxon is used: six letters for species (Musmus, Homsap) and nine letters for subspecies (Canlupfam).
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probability, by trans-rearrangement occurring during TRB locus
recombination.
3.5. Identiﬁcation of the regulatory elements
The comparison of the dog TRB genomic sequence with the hu-
man and mouse counterparts allowed us to interpret two regions
as regulatory elements on the basis of their evolutionary
constraint.
The ﬁrst of these regions, spanning from 94 bp upstream
through 60 bp downstream of the TRBD1 gene (coordinate
6751291–6751456 in NW_8762601 dog assembly), displays 86%
and 87% of nucleotide identity with the mouse and human corre-
sponding region, respectively. This region has been experimentally
determined in the mouse as part of the TRBD1 promoter (PDb1),
which together with the beta enhancer element (Eb) regulate the
tissue and stage speciﬁc assembly of the TRB genes (Carvajal and
Sen, 2000).
The tree-species alignment (Supplementary Fig. S2a) shows that
the transcription factor binding site for Ikaros/Lyf-1 at the 35 GC-
rich motif, demonstrated to be essential for the murine promoter
activity, is well conserved, whereas others such as the TATA box
and the GATA binding sequence at 74 are absent from both dog
and human sequences.
Intriguingly, we also found a CpG site in the dog heptamer of
the 23-spacer RS shared with mice but not with humans. Analysis
of methylation levels surrounding RS before, during and after
recombination have demonstrated that demethylation of this
CpG site appears to be essential for TRBD1 cleavage by the V–
(D)–J recombinase in mouse (Whitehurst et al., 2000).
The second identity region was identiﬁed in a 167 bp sequence
located 6441 bp from the TRBC2 gene (coordinate 6737925–
6738083 in NW_8762601 dog assembly) and it displays 85% and
89% of nucleotide identity respectively with the mouse and human
sequences (Supplementary Fig. S2b). This region corresponds to
the Eb element fully characterized in mice and humans (Tripathi
et al., 2000; Gottschalk and Leiden, 1990).
Among the protein binding motifs termed bE1-bE7 in mouse
and Tb1-Tb5 in human enhancer, the most consistent conservation
was found in the 98 bp core-binding domain comprising the well-
deﬁned nuclear factor binding bE3 and bE4/Tb3 motifs and the 30-
ﬂanking sequence at 30end of mouse bE4. This core-binding motif
contains a bHLH ligand E box motif (in bE3) and the Ets-CBF com-
posite motif (in bE4/Tb3), both of which are commonly found with-
in the enhancers of antigen receptor genes. Another typical E-box
and a second Ets/CBF interacting element are present in 30- ﬂank-
ing and bE6 motif, respectively. A conserved motif outside the
core-binding fragment is the bE1 motif, which was proposed to
represent the main GATA-3 factor binding site within the enhan-
cer. Overall similarity in bE5 motif is less conserved.
3.6. Phylogenetic analysis of the dog TRBV, TRBJ and TRBC genes
The evolutionary relationship of the dog TRBV, TRBJ and TRBC
genes was investigated by comparing them with all available hu-
man and mouse counterparts. First, we combined the coding re-
gion nucleotide sequences of all functional TRBV genes from
dogs, humans and mice in the same alignment and a phylogenetic
tree was made using neighbour-joining (NJ) method (Fig. 7a). The
dog TRBV26 and TRBV28 pseudogenes were also included since
they still can originate productive transcripts (Fig. 5). The extensive
intermingling of the dog, human and mouse TRBV subgroups is
consistent with the occurrence of distinct subgroups prior to mam-
malian radiation. The phylogenetic groupings were supported by
high bootstrap values. Conversely, the phylogenetic clustering of
orthologous multimember subgroups from different species indi-
cates that duplications within subgroups have occurred post-speci-
ation. As expected, the dog and mouse TRBV1 are grouped together
and lack a human orthologue.
The same phylogenetic analysis was also performed on the dog
TRBJ genes. In this case the nucleotide sequences of all dog germ-
line TRBJ genes (coding region plus RS), with the homologous hu-
man and mouse, were included in the alignment. The alignment
was then used to construct a phylogenetic tree by using NJ method
(Fig. 7b). The results of the analysis support a distribution of the
Fig. 7 (continued)
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dog TRBJ genes into 11 distinct phylogenetic groups, each com-
posed of orthologues as indicated by their conserved germline po-
sition with respect to that of the constant genes within the
corresponding TRB locus (IMGT Repertoire, http://www.imgt.org).
The only exception is the closer phylogenetic relationship of the
dog TRBJ2-4 and TRBJ2-5 genes with respect to the human and
mouse orthologues. Moreover, a TRBJ2-6 orthologous lacks in the
dog locus.
A phylogenetic tree of the coding region of the TRBC genes of
dogs, humans and mice was also constructed using the maximum
parsimony (MP) method (upper part of Fig. 7c). The tree resolved
the TRBC genes, differently from the TRBV and TRBJ genes, into spe-
cies-speciﬁc branches thus related with the evolution of each spe-
cies. We performed a further phylogenetic analysis based on the
nucleotide sequences of the 30 UTR portions of the TRBC genes. All
the sequence portions from the stop codon to the poly-A site were
aligned and a tree was constructed by using the samemethod (low-
er part of Fig. 7c). In the tree, signiﬁcant bootstrap values support a
clear-cut subdivision according to the different TRBC isotype. This
different branching order with respect to the above tree is in accor-
dance with previous studies (Antonacci et al., 2008) that revealed a
substantially differentmechanism of evolution that occurred on the
coding and non-coding regions of the mammalian TRBC genes.
4. Discussion
The present study clearly reﬁnes the organization of the dog
TRB locus and contributes to gain a better understanding of the ca-
nine TRB gene repertoire and evolution. The most striking ﬁnding
was the annotation of two additional TRBV genes (Supplementary
Table S3), and the identiﬁcation of a second D–J–C cluster (Fig. 2),
missing in the genome assembly, bearing the canine TRB locus to
more resemble the genomic structure of most of mammalian TRB
loci (i.e. human and mouse TRB) (IMGT Repertoire, http://
www.imgt.org; Williams et al., 1991; Jaeger et al., 1993; Cheynier
et al., 1996; Schrenzel et al., 1994; Bosc and Lefranc, 2000; Lefranc
and Lefranc, 2001). All together our results and sequence data pre-
viously published (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005; IMGT Repertoire,
http://www.imgt.org), indicate that the dog TRB locus consists of
a pool of 37 TRBV genes, grouped in 25 subgroups, positioned up-
stream of two in tandem aligned D–J–C gene clusters, each com-
posed of a single TRBD, six TRBJ and one TRBC genes, followed by
a single TRBV gene with an inverted transcriptional orientation lo-
cated at the 30 end (Fig. 8). Also the regulatory architecture of the
dog TRB locus, with the PDb1 at the 50 of D–J–C cluster 1 and the
Eb element downstream the TRBC2 gene, seems to be preserved.
The conservation pattern of motifs (Supplementary Fig. S2),
Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the genomic organization of the dog TRB locus as deduced from the genome assembly Build 2.1 (gaps excluded) and this work. The
diagram shows the position of all V, J and C TRB genes according to IMGT nomenclature. Boxes representing genes are not to scale. Exons are not shown.
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especially within the Eb core, across the genomes, reﬂects their
functions in the TR chain biosynthesis.
Similarly to the other mammals, the MOXD2 and EPHB6
genes ﬂank, respectively, the 50 and 30 ends of the TRB locus.
Moreover, four TRY genes are intercalated with the TRB genes,
three (TRYX3, TRYX5, and TRY7) are located at the 50 end of
the locus, downstream the TRBV1 gene, and a single TRY (TRY-
PA) is intermixed between the last TRBV gene and the ﬁrst D–
J–C cluster (Fig. 8).
The canine TRB locus spans less than 300 kb making it smaller
in size than its human and mouse homologues that are about
650 kb each (Rowen et al., 1996; Glusman et al., 2001). The lower
density of total interspersed repeats compared to human and
mouse corresponding regions may have been affected the size of
the dog TRB locus (Supplementary Fig. S1; Supplementary Table
S2). This is in line with comparative analysis data according to
which the smaller size of the dog genome is primarily due to the
presence of a lower proportion of total repetitive elements than
human and mouse (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005). Moreover, the per-
centage of repetitive elements within the dog TRB locus (24.92%)
is even lower if compared with the entire genome (35.15%) mainly
due to the minor presence of SINEs (7.19% versus 10.57%) as well as
LINEs (11.98% versus 18.74%). On the contrary, the analysis previ-
ously carried out on the dog TRG locus (Massari et al., 2009), shows
that the density of total interspersed repeats (32.94%, of which
8.59% are SINEs and 20.59% are LINEs) is well correlated to that
of the overall genome.
However, despite their small proportion, both LINEs and SINEs,
contribute to the dog TRB structure for their prevalence and distri-
bution throughout the entire region (Supplementary Fig. S1). In
this regard, it is noteworthy in the dot-plot matrix that there is a
repetitive pattern distributed along the TRB locus of tRNA-SINEs
which have been found with a high frequency and scattering in
the genome of several species of the Canoidea, including the
domestic dog (Bentolila et al., 1999).
More properly, the size of the TRB loci can be correlated with
the extent and complexity of gene duplications. The human and
mouse loci (GenBank and IMGT/LIGM-DB ID: L36092 and
AE000663-664-665), with the same size, have about the same
number of TRBV subgroups (32 and 31, respectively); but in mice,
only two subgroups have multiple members with three genes for
each, embedded in a single homology unit. Conversely, an exten-
sive duplication involves the mouse TRY gene family with 20
genes. In human, TRB locus consists of nine multimember TRBV
subgroups with different number of genes for each, incorporated
in six homology units with a total of 67 TRBV genes. Eight TRY
genes were identiﬁed in this locus.
Even more complex and extensive gene duplications character-
ize the bovine TRB locus, extending beyond 700 kb (Connelley
et al., 2009). The sequence contains 134 TRBV genes distributed
in 24 subgroups. 11 subgroups are multimembers with a massive
expansion of some of them up to 40 members. Only ﬁve TRY genes
were identiﬁed.
The genomic analysis of the dog TRB locus indicates that very
few gene expansions have occurred in it since only ﬁve out of 25
subgroups are multimembers with a limited number of genes
(from 2 to 3). The most remarkable duplication event occurred
within the region in which TRBV2, TRBV3 and TRBV4 genes are lo-
cated (Fig. 1). As generally occurs, the members of these expanded
subgroups are intercalated with each other in a recurrent pattern
composed of alternating TRBV2, TRBV3 and TRBV4 genes. Only four
dog TRY genes were found. Therefore the duplication events that
increase the germline repertoire and undertake more specialized
functions are reduced in dogs.
Despite the substantial disparity in the number, the phyloge-
netic clustering of the TRBV genes between the different species re-
veals that the birth of the distinct TRBV subgroups occurred prior
to the radiation of mammals, while duplications within subgroups
in dog as well as in human and mouse have occurred post-specia-
tion from common progenitors of different subgroups (Fig. 7a).
Therefore, gene duplication followed by subsequent diversiﬁcation
is the major mode of evolution of the TRBV genes in the different
species. Interestingly, the dog TRB locus shares with mouse and
probably bovine (Connelley et al., 2009) a TRBV gene that is func-
tional at the locus 50 end, whereas there is a pseudogene in the hu-
man locus.
In addition, the dog germline repertoire seems to be further re-
duced considering the higher number of V pseudogenes (16 of the
37 TRBV, 43%), compared with human (19%) and mouse (34%).
In contrast to TRBV genes, the organization of the dog TRBD,
TRBJ and TRBC genes in two tandem cassettes is well conserved.
Except for two (TRBJ1-3 and TRBJ2-1), all the TRBJ genes appear
to be functional and our phylogenetic studies showed a strict
homology among TRBJ genes with a conserved germline position
within its own cluster in the different TRB loci (Fig. 7b; IMGT Rep-
ertoire, http://www.imgt.org).
Unlike the TR V-BETA domain (TRBV–TRBD–TRBJ region) that
binds to diverse peptide-MH complexes, the C-BETA domain inter-
acts with components of the CD3, which are non-polymorphic.
Consequently, due to structural restrictions, TRBC genes are sub-
ject to concerted evolutionary pressures with intra-species homog-
enization (Glusman et al., 2001; Rudikoff et al., 1992; Antonacci
et al., 2008). Also dog TRBC genes were found to encode nearly
identical products (only two AA are different) (Fig. 3; Table 1)
likely because of minimal divergence after duplication. Conversely,
a strong selective pressure preserved the sequence of the 30 UTR of
each TRBC gene in dogs just as in all mammalian species (Fig. 7c;
Antonacci et al., 2008).
To evaluate the effect of the contraction in the germline TRBV
collection on the dog beta chain repertoire we performed 50 RACE
experiments on the peripheral blood from three diverse animals
in different state of health. In our cDNA collection (Fig. 5), we found
that all TRBV and TRBJ genes within cDNAs were identiﬁed in the
dog germline sequence. In addition 20 out of 36 clones (55%) retain
a TRBJ2 gene suggesting that the new identiﬁed cluster is relevant
for the production of the beta chain transcripts. Interestingly, our
cDNA show that some pseudogenes, both TRBV and TRBJ, contrib-
ute to generating the beta chain repertoire. These pseudogenes
have a single stop codon that is deleted during the somatic rear-
rangement. We also observed a high rate of TRBV and TRBJ allelic
polymorphism consistent with the analysis conducted on the dog
genome by which it contains a limited gene pool with a signiﬁcant
heterogeneity responsible to the enormous phenotypic diversity
within breeds (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005). Therefore we speculate
that the usage of pseudogenes and the high number of alleles
(39% of TRBV and 25% of TRBJ genes) would compensate for the de-
crease of the germline repertoire ensuring diversity, as is the case
for other species.
The present knowledge on the genomic sequence of the dog TRB
locus has also allowed us a detailed analysis of the CDR3 (Fig. 6).
The CDR3 is heterogeneous for amino acid composition and its
mean length is approximately the same in dog with respect to hu-
man and mouse. The CDR3 loop heterogeneity, besides the random
somatic rearrangements of TRB genes, is further enhanced by the
trimming at the 30-V and 50-J gene boundaries and the addition
of N-nucleotides at the V–D and D–J junctions.
These processes appear to be regulated in order to generate a
CDR3 of appropriate length, indicating that the CDR3 length in
TR beta chain is essential for T cell function. In fact, when we ana-
lyze separately the cDNA clones from the healthy individual, we
observe that the conservation of the CDR3 length was achieved
by a greater deletion at the 30-V and 50-J gene boundaries and a
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concomitant increase in N-nucleotide addition at the V–D and D–J
junctions during rearrangement; on the other hand, a decreased
trimming activity of the exonuclease as well as the addition of a
smaller number of N-nucleotides by the TdT seeming to maintain
an appropriate length of the CDR3 in animals suffering from vis-
ceral leishmaniasis. Thus, the junctional diversity due to exonucle-
ase and TdT during rearrangement may work differently and
depending on the state of the animal. Additional studies in healthy
and sick dogs are necessary to support these ﬁndings and to know
the functional signiﬁcance.
The available of the complete sequence of the dog TRB locus al-
lows researchers to concentrate on functional studies without the
uncertainly deriving from a partial knowledge of the genomic rep-
ertoire of the TRB genes and their organization.
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